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Inflation
By Jim McDevitt

I have observed prices going
up and up for as long as I remember. When I completed
my 2 years of military service
in the Army in 1960 and returned to civilian life, I got a
full-time job at a bank working
in the computer department at
night and started saving for my
first big expense which was a
car.
I was aware that gas prices at
the time for a gallon of regular
was .31 cents a gallon up from
.19 cents a gallon in the year
I was born in 1939. I priced
what new cars cost and found
that in 1961 I could buy a new
Ford Falcon that claimed to
get 30 miles per gallon of gas.
With gas prices so high, I decided to get the Ford Falcon
for $2,000 after doing my best
bargaining and making believe
I was walking out of the lot
two times, I got it down to that
figure.
I was married in 1963 and my
wife and I had our first baby
in 1964. At that time, we had
a two-room apartment, and the
rent was $87 a month which
I thought was a lot. We had
been saving when both of us
were working and now had a
nest egg of almost $5,000. We
went house shopping in 1965.
We looked at a few houses that
were $25,000 which was too
expensive for what I would be

making which
was $10,400 a
year. My wife
would be home
taking care of
the house and baby so it would
be only my income to pay the
bills. After shopping around
and considering real estate taxes we ended up buying a house
for $19,500 and real estate taxes of $800 a year.
We put 25 percent down to
get a Veterans Administration
loan at 5 ½ percent. Today
that same house is valued at
$551,700 and the current taxes
are $12,975 for a 1,372-squarefoot house on 40 feet by a 100
feet size lot.
How in the world can a couple these days just starting
even think of buying a house?
Salaries have not kept up with
inflation. These days a couple both work full time just to
pay the rent on an apartment.
Rents have exploded and I
see one-bedroom apartments
for rent for $3,000 a month.
If salaries would have kept up
with inflation, someone would
need to be making $275,000 a
year to buy this same house. I
wondered how far house prices came down during the depression of the 1930s. I was
thinking that maybe if we went
into deflation it would end up
helping the masses.
To my surprise, the information I uncovered said house
prices only went down on average 7 percent. According to

my calculations, which means
that the house I use to own
would come down to about
$522,000 if I round it down.
I still say, at that price people,
today won’t be able to afford
to buy that house on the salaries they make.
I hope my projections turn
out to be very wrong and that
salaries rise higher than they
have been, and prices drop
more than expected. On top
of everything else, my body
weight acts as if it’s fighting to
keep up with inflation instead
of heading to deflation. The
pounds pile on.

Talk to me about YOUR possibilities!

• Eliminate mortgage payments
• No income qualifying!
• Extend Retirement $$$
• Establish long-term care
• Create income
Reverse Robert Slater
(714) 770-7057
sr.rslater@gmail.com
BRE Lic #00982503
NMLS #338253

RobertSlaterHomeLoans.com

Your knowledgeable Reverse Mortgage consultant
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Advertise in The
Senior Reporter’s

CLASSIFIED &
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Only

$37.50

a month with a
6-mo. commitment

Email:
seniorreporterofoc@aol.
com or call
Bill Thomas at
(714) 458-5703

930 Roosevelt • Suite 214 • Irvine, CA 92620
(near Jeffrey Rd.)

Independent agent for over 20 insurance carriers
2023

Medicare Advantage plans

Know what matters most to you
• Plans pay you $125/month
• Unlimited Chiropractor/Acupuncture
• Over the counter increases
• No limit Dental

Medicare Supplement plans
-Can go to any doctor/hospital
-Innovative/Extra (NEW!)
• Gym
• Hearing
• Vision
• Chiropractor

Disclaimer: I do not offer every plan available in your area. Any information we provide is limited to those plans I do offer in
your area. Please contact Medicare.gov or 1-800-MEDICARE to get information on all of your options.

We do not offer every plan available in your area. Any information we provide is limited to those plans we do offer in your area. Please contact Medicare.gov or 1-800-MEDICARE to get information on all of your options.

With A Heart
for Seniors
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Calendar of Events

Why not take time out from
getting ready for the holidays to
enjoy one or all of these events
in and around the area? There’s
plenty to do and see to keep you
and yours entertained!

Dinosaur Dash
Tustin
Nov. 6
This is a fund-raiser for the
Tustin Public Schools Foundation, and this year you can
run and ride for education. The
Dinosaur Dash features four
events: 5k and 10k timed races for all ages, a 2k non-timed
“Fun Run” and the non-timed
50k bike tour. After the race,
there will be entertainment, a
food court, and an expo with
games, activities, and more. At,
The Marketplace, Tustin. Call,
714-832-3060.

Farmakis Farms Craft
Market
San Juan Capistrano
Nov. 12
Family-owned Christmas tree
farm and certified farmers’ market located in San Juan Capistrano offers a monthly craft
market. See crafts, arts, handmade goods, and one-of-a-kind
items. Free to attend. Will be
held on the second Saturday of
every month. At, 29932 Camino Capistrano, San Juan Capistrano. Call, 949-364-1270.

St. Martin’s Lantern
Fest & Parade
Huntington Beach
Nov. 12
5 to 7 p.m.
Enjoy a wonderful evening
with your kids, grandkids, and
the entire family at the St. Martin’s Lantern Fest & Parade at
Old World German Courtyard
in Huntington Beach. Free
tickets for general admission
are available. Lanterns will
also be available for purchase.
Bringing your lantern is fine
too (only battery-operated ones
are accepted on the walk). At,
Old World Village, 7561 Center
Ave., Huntington Beach.

Holiday Home Tour
and Gift Boutique
Tustin/ Santa Ana
Nov. 18
A tour of three beautiful homes
and a garden tour of a neighboring home. All the homes
are decorated for the holidays
and feature great views and
landscaping. Pre-sale ticket
holders will be invited to enjoy
a special lunch after the home
tours at the boutique location,
the Clifton Miller Community
Center, where guests can view
and purchase special items
from more than 30 vendors.
The proceeds from the annual
Jack and Jill Guild Home Tour
& Boutique will benefit CHOC
Children’s Hospital. At, the
boutique will be held at Clifton

Miller Community Center 300
Centennial Way Tustin. The location of homes on the tour will
be on the Home Tour ticket.

Surfing Santa
Competition
Dana Point
Nov. 19-20
A fun surf competition where
men, women, and children
dress like Santa or other holiday-inspired characters and
surf Salt Creek to benefit Surfers Healing. At, Salt Creek
Beach, Dana, Point. Call, 949240-5088.

Turkey Trot
Dana Point
Thanksgiving Day
California’s largest Thanksgiving Day run event - The Dana
Point Turkey Trot is once again
hosted by The Dana Point
Chamber of Commerce. Tour
the beautiful beach, majestic
cliffs, and coves of Dana Point.
This flat, scenic race features a
10k, 5k, and Kids Gobble Wobble. Participants will receive a
shirt and medal. Call, 949-4961555.

Orange County Rescue
Mission Turkey Trot
Tustin
Thanksgiving Day
Nov. 24
8 a.m.
Now in its ninth year, it’s time
for the annual Turkey Trot OC

5k on Thanksgiving Day at 8
a.m. The new goal this year is
to raise enough funds to provide 50,000 meals for the hungry and homeless of Orange
County. Your participation
will continue the work of ending homelessness, one life at a
time. At, 1 Hope Dr., Tustin.

The Black-and-White
Holiday Dance
Anaheim
Nov. 26
6:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Wear festive black-and-white
casual or dressy attire and party
down as DJ Larry & DJ Rodney play a variety of dance
music (R&B, Top 40s, Salsa,
Old School, Funk, Rock, Line
Dances & more).
Have fun making new friends
(ages 19 to 91) as you dance
the night away in the beautiful
Grand Ballroom at the Phoenix
Club in Anaheim. Giant dance
floor and ballroom that holds
500+ people. 6:30 p.m.; VIP
Gold Dinner & Dance Ticket
$35 prepaid or $45 at door (if
available) Includes dinner and
table close to the dance floor.
Prepay for 10 and get a reserved table with your name on
it. 7:30 p.m.; Dance Only Ticket $15 prepaid or $20 at door.
Tickets are non-refundable. At,
The Phoenix Club in Anaheim,
1340 S. Sanderson Ave., Ana-

heim. Free parking. Call 714622-4977 or purchase online at
www.SpectacularEventZ.com

November 6th
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Is it Time to Think About Moving?

Lily has the Resources to Help You Plan Your Next Move!

Call Lily at 714-717-5095, She can provide you with the following information:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
DRE Lic #01229782

Lily Campbell

Top 20 best cities to retire within California
Top 30 best cities to retire within America
Top 16 over-55 communities in Orange County
Top 5 tips for downsizing
How to move your current tax bill to your new home
List of single-story homes in your price range
Home Consultations with preparation, advice, and
strategies to get you the most money for your home

714.717.5095
lily@lilycampbell.com
www.lilycampbell.com

#1 in Orange County - 2020*

#1 in Fountain Valley - 20 years
*Based on information from the Association of REALTORS®/Multiple Listing. Data Obtained as of
1/1/16 through 10/05/21 and/or other sources.
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Sometimes a Dragon is
Just a Dragon
By Randal C. Hill
In 1959, Brooklynite Lenny Lipton was a 19-year-old
sophomore at New York’s
Cornell University. One spring
night, the engineering major
planned to meet for dinner with
his friend Lenny Edelstein, a
campus pal who roomed with
a folk-music-playing student
named Peter Yarrow. To kill a
little time that afternoon, poetry-loving Lenny wandered over
to the library at the Cornell Student Union — and consequently changed his fortune.
There he selected a volume
of poems by humorist Ogden Nash. (Lipton had always
been drawn to Nash’s droll,
playful works.) One particular
Nash creation caught Lipton’s
eye. “The Tale of Custard the
Dragon” was a 1936 tale that
involved the end of childhood,
something which had been on
Lenny’s mind as of late.
He reshelved the book and
headed for his friend’s house
in the Collegetown area. As he
strolled into town, Lenny created his own poem about a dragon, an imaginary and ageless
creature named Puff, who lived
for a while in the heart and
mind of a young boy named
Jackie Paper.
By the time Lipton reached
the Edelstein-Yarrow house,
his verses were fully formed,
and he wanted to write them
down before they faded from

his mind. Nobody was home,
but the door was unlocked, so
Lenny let himself in, rolled a
sheet of paper into Peter’s typewriter, and typed furiously for
three minutes to create “Puff
the Magic Dragon.” Lipton
then left his poem in Yarrow’s
machine and promptly forgot
about it.
“Puff the magic dragon lived
by the sea
“And frolicked in the autumn
mist
“In a land called Hana Lee …”
When Yarrow saw the work
later, it struck him that Lipton’s
words could easily become a
catchy folk ditty. Yarrow wrote
it as “Puff (the Magic Dragon)”
and, once he became a part of
the supergroup Peter, Paul, and
Mary, he began including the
fantasy yarn in the fast-rising
trio’s act. In early 1963, Yarrow
made sure that Lenny received
writer’s credit when the melancholy tune became the first
million-selling single for the
trio. Strangely, Lipton had forgotten all about his off-the-cuff
creation about what would, in
time, become the world’s most
beloved dragon.
Lipton later blamed some
“Puff” problems on gossipy
New York journalist Dorothy
Kilgallen, who in 1964 charged
that Lenny’s ode contributed
to the growing drug culture.
Eventually, rumors spread that
Jackie Paper referred to rolling

papers for marijuana cigarettes
and that Puff meant taking a
“puff” on a joint.
When asked about the real
meaning, Lipton scoffed. “The
Puff story is really just a lot like
Peter Pan. [It’s about the] loss
of innocence and having to face
an adult world … I find the fact
that people interpret it as a drug
song annoying. It would be insidious to propagandize about
drugs in a song for little kids.”
In Peter, Paul, and Mary’s concerts, as Peter Yarrow picked
the opening guitar notes of
“Puff,” he would sometimes
smile and explain, “This is a
song about a dragon … It’s not
about anything else … Just a
dragon…”
Bibliography
Books:
Shannon, Bob, and John Javna.
Behind the Hits: Inside Stories
of Classic Pop and Rock ‘n’ Roll.
New York: Warner Books, Inc.,
1986. The quotes come from here
except for the ending Yarrow
quote, which the author recalled
hearing as a concertgoer during
the 1960s.
Internet:
Chelin, Pamela. “The Man Who
Wrote ‘Puff (the Magic Dragon)”
Swears It’s Not About Drugs.”
www.laweekly.com. Feb. 3, 2015.
“Puff (the Magic Dragon).”
en.wikipedia.org.
Prato, Greg. “Peter Yarrow of Peter, Paul, and Mary.” songfacts.
com.
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CLASSIFIED & PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DIRECTORY
WILLS & TRUSTS

Living
Trust
Only
$599.00
Complete!

HOME & HEALTH CARE

Estate
Sales
Glinda Davis
Certified Appraiser

714-943-1818

e-mail: glinda_davis@yahoo.com
Lic. #GDD0001
www.glindadadvisestatesales.com

Your
Ad Here

Call Greg
(949) 851-4969

The Senior Reporter

Your Ad Here

is published monthly by:

SUNSET PUBLISHING AGENCY
9114 Adams Avenue, Suite 358, Huntington Beach, CA 92646

Email: jcampos@seniorreporterofoc.com
Telephone

(714) 975-6345 •

Fax

(714) 369-6517

Rate is $28.00 per year.
Guest articles, commentaries and photographs are invited,
however, publication is at the discretion of the editor

PETS

EXPERIENCED
PROFESSIONAL
CARE GIVER NEEDED
$13.00 per hour •

562-576-3893
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CLASSIFIED & PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DIRECTORY
GARDENING / LANDSCAPING

PLUMBING

Cheaper
Plumbing
Drains Cleared
as low as

$

THE SPRINKLER GUY
ä Complete Irrigation
ä Commercial & Residential
ä Installation and Maintenance
ä Retro-Fitting
ä Drip Systems
ä 24 Hour Emergency Service
ä Senior Citizen Discounts

39

All Plumbing Repairs
Senior Discount

714-215-1083
AIR CONDITIONING

GARDEN / YARD
CLEANUP
One Time
Yard Cleanup

Trimming, Weeding,
Planting, Drought Tolerant,
Ground-Cover, Landscaping,
Design, Hauling

Small / Big Jobs Welcome
Free Friendly Estimates

GK: 714-716-4491
949-344-4490

Visa/MC/DC/Amex • Lic. #918209

LANDSCAPING
E.V. LANDSCAPE AND
GARDENING SERVICE

As low as
$25.00/weekly
Clean-ups, trimming,
trees, sprinklers, sod

714-822-1870

(866) 206-9489

SENIOR MOVING SPECIALISTS

Residential and Commercial HVAC
Service All Brands
Serving LA & Orange Counties

PAC MASTERS LLC

We assemble and disassemble for you.
We Also Pack AndOrganize Garages
We Now Hang Pictures And Mirrors
Buy And Sell Furniture
FREE ESTIMATES • Call 888-250-2204

Trimming, Weeding,
Planting, Drought Tolerant,
Ground-Cover,
Garden/Yard/Slope Cleanups,
Design, Hauling

Small / Big Jobs Welcome
Free Friendly Estimates

GK: 714-716-4491
949-344-4490

Visa/MC/DC/Amex • Lic. #918209

ROOFING

APPLIANCE
REPAIR
ROCA APPLIANCE
REPAIR

MOVING \ STORAGE

Moving or Storage Costs

OC Landscaping
and Hauling

Call Elvis Vega

Contact Leo at 909-437-7532

West Coast Relocation & Storage

LANDSCAPING

• Washer
• Dryer
• Refrigerator
• Stoves
• Ranges
• Cook Tops
• Dishwashers
• Plumbing

swift.hvac.oc@gmail.com

Also Air Conditioning and Heating

Call Alejandro
949-478-9053

MISC.

AVAILABLE RIGHT NOW!
Babysitters, Nannies, Housekeepers,
Companions, and Caregivers.
Live-in, Live outs, Part-time or full-time.
All services covered
FULL SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Since 1984 • We serve all Orange County

Please call Alex (714) 785-8547
We are in downtown Orange County

Lic. # A48272

WANTED/ I BUY

Lladros, Capodimontes,
Waterford, Laliques, etc.
High end merchandise
for resale

Nick
714-679-5153
949-566-4661

RESEARCH
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The Senior Reporter
is published monthly by:

SENIOR REPORTER OF OC

EVERY MORNING MY
HUMAN SHAVES OFF
HIS FACE FUR, HE’S
FUNNY LIKE THAT.
—TUCK
adopted 05-04-11

Email: jcampos@seniorreporter.com

(714) 975-6345
Fax (714) 369-6517

Telephone

Rate is $28.00 per year.
Guest articles, commentaries and photographs are invited,
however, publication is at the discretion of the editor

EDITOR: DEBBIE SKLAR
DIRECTOR OF SALES: JAMES WEBB
ADVERTISING MANAGER: WILLIAM THOMAS
GRAPHICS: SEASIDE GRAPHICS & PRINTING
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‘I Can See Clearly Now’
Johnny Nash
By Randal C. Hill
“I can see clearly now, the
rain has gone
“I can see all obstacles in my
way

There’s Never Been a Better
Time to Tell Your Life Story…
by Robert Bruce Woodcox
Whether you want to capture
your life as a memoir, autobiography, or legacy book (coffee
table style), most people need
some help. I am a Best Selling
local author and ghostwriter
and I can help you get started.
(See adjacent ad on this page.)
I’ve ghostwritten 46 books,
was a Pulitzer Prize nominee
(2012) and have helped more
that 30 individuals and families tell their stories for children, grandchildren, friends,
and for business books.
I come to you.
My process includes interviews, recording, organizing
your materials, research, writing original content from your
memories and editing. I am
also a publisher for my clients
and can design and print from
one to 1,000 quality full color books for you at very reasonable rates. All of this work
is done locally in Newport
Beach.
This wonderful process is
quite fun and is confidential.
It begins by you calling me

(949-244-7880) or emailing
(ighostwrite@icloud.com) to
explore how we will work together, what it will cost, how
long it will take and any other
questions you have. Once you
decide you are comfortable
with me and the process, we
will create an outline together
to get started. From that point
on, we will meet approximately twice a month to share the
previous work I’ve completed,
and to obtain new content from
you. It’s really that simple. We
continue in that manner until
the completion of the writing
and editing. Generally, the
process takes 4 to 6 months.
These books can be for your
own family or for public sale,
whichever you choose. I can
also set up an Amazon account
for you in some cases where
you can sell your books.
Everyone who comes to me
says the same things:
“I’ve been wanting to do this
for a long time, but didn’t
know how to start. I’m not a
writer and so time seems to
just keep slipping away.”
Continued on page 17

“Gone are the dark clouds that
had me blind
“It’s gonna be a bright, bright
sunshiny day …”
While the now-classic song
was not autobiographical for
Johnny Nash, his recording is
one of the most iconic tunes
of the 1970s — or any decade
— and the ultimate feel-good
work about overcoming adversity and reveling in the joy of
new hope and courage, and the
determination to move forward.
“Look all around, there’s nothing but blue skies
“Look straight ahead, nothing
but blue skies …”
“I Can See Clearly Now”
has been described as “soulful pop” powered by a gentle
undercurrent of reggae, a musical genre from Jamaica that
blended local folk music with
such instruments as the guitar, banjo, and hand drums.
Yet little is known about the
talented (and pretty much forgotten) originator of the song
that ushered in a form of music
new to a mainstream American
audience.
John Lester Nash, Jr., was
born in Houston in 1940 to a
homemaker and a chauffeur. A

good-looking, well-mannered
child, he was raised on gospel
and sang at the neighborhood
Progressive New Hope Baptist
Church. At age 13, Johnny began performing on “Matinee,”
a Houston afternoon program
that helped to break down the
color barrier on local television. Within three years, he
was earning more money than
his father.
Signing on to the ABC-Paramount label, Nash became a
successful recording artist at
age 17. His first release fizzled, but his second single “A
Very Special Love” rocketed
into the national Top 25 on
the “Billboard” charts. Movie
work soon followed. In 1958,
he won the lead role in a film
called “Take a Giant Step,”
in which he portrayed a black
high schooler struggling in
a white neighborhood. Two
years later, Johnny appeared
as a gang member in the movie
“Key Witness.”
Back in the recording studio,
he eschewed Rock ’n Roll in
favor of urbane ballads much
in the style of Johnny Mathis.
By the mid-1960s, though,
Nash found himself out of
work and pretty much overlooked.
In 1965, he and his manager/
business partner Danny Sims
moved to Jamaica in hopes
that a new locale might rekindle Nash’s stalled career. Here

Johnny met Bob Marley, a
dreadlocked reggae artist who
was admired but little known
outside of his Kingston neighborhood. Johnny immediately
acknowledged Marley’s songwriting talent, and an introduction to Sims resulted in Johnny
and Danny becoming the future superstar’s managers.
Johnny loved the new style of
music that was everywhere in
Jamaica. (“Reggae represented to me a layer of rhythm
that was totally infectious.”)
His later 45s became UK winners, and in 1968 he reached
the American Top Five with
his reggae-fueled “Hold Me
Tight.”
Four years later came the disc
that would catapult him to
global stardom when he wrote,
sang, and produced “I Can See
Clearly Now,” which sold in
the millions.
Could there be a better legacy
for any musician?
Bibliography
Book:
Bronson, Fred. The Billboard Book of
Number One Hits (Third Edition). New
York: Billboard Publications, 1992.
Internet:
Eames, Tom. “The Story of ‘I Can See
Clearly Now’ by Johnny Nash.” www.
smoothradio.com.
“I Can See Clearly Now.” www.songfacts.
com.
Mason, Peter. “Johnny Nash Obituary:
Singer and Writer of the Enduringly Popular ‘I Can See Clearly Now.’’ www.the
guardian.com. Oct. 8, 2020. The Nash
quote comes from here.
Newman, Kathy M. “Johnny Nash Refused to Remember His Place.” www.popmatters.com. Oct. 29, 2020.
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In The Spotlight
Joanabell Lewis Continues Writing Popular Books
At 94 years old, Laguna Niguel
resident Joanabell Lewis is still
authoring popular and mustreads books for her audience.
I met Lewis many years ago
and I was impressed by her talent and the fact that she grew
up in Beverly Hills among
many Golden Age Hollywood
stars. Being a Golden Age of
Hollywood buff myself her
book ‘1929 BEVERLY HILLS
COOKBOOK’ intrigued me
She recently dropped me a line
to tell me she was still writing
and that she had another book
she had just self-published
called ‘TIME FOR RHYMES.’
“You can see by my picture
that I am still active and happily not giving up my writing,”
she said. “Guess it is from
my dad being a publisher and
printer for so many years. I am
also in the process of self-publishing an anthology of all the
children’s stories I have written
these past years. In the meantime, I have self-published two
books of my poetry.”
Here’s more about the fascinating lady who I first got to
know when she turned me on
to her amazing cookbook.
SR: What’s the ‘TIME FOR
RHYMES’ book about?
A: My new book, ‘TIME FOR

trations), ‘ALL ABOUT ME.’ I
designed it to sell in the ship
stores on cruise ships. Lots of
paintings and uncomplicated
information about how a ship
works, and its travel to foreign
ports.

RHYMES,’ is a rhyming-story book for children. I wanted
this book to be promoted and
was delighted to be accepted
for publication by Dorrance
Publishing Co. in Pennsylvania. They, with personal
coordinators, provided the
illustrations, editing, and distribution. My father had always advised me that distribution was the key to selling. He
proved that through his years
of successful endeavors.
Q: Have you authored any other books recently?
A: I recently self-published
a second book of my poetry
written through the years. I did
it more as a legacy for my children. I thought it was better
than having my collection stay
in a box to be tossed after I am
gone! Currently, I am putting
together an anthology of my
children’s (prose) stories. As
well, several years ago I wrote
a children’s book (with illus-

Q: Where do you get your
inspiration?
A: Topics for my children’s
prose or poetry are mostly just
triggered by an inspiration,
idea, or happening. As for my
regular poems the same way.
My creativity came from being
a classical pianist until I married at 21 and began having
children. Then, no more practice time just moments from
then on to jot down rhymes
and/or stories.

street with movie stars in the
1930s and 40s, especially
Boris Karloff, who appeared
scary at first … until we kids
on roller skates got to know
him. He loved children and
made several 78-record albums of stories for them. Also
on my street were Betty Grable, Harry James, Hedy Lamarr, Alice Faye, Edward G.
Robinson, and many on nearby streets. I attended Beverly
Hills High School, graduated
in the same class as Andre Previn, and remained friends with
him all of his life I took piano
lessons from his father.

Q: Where were you born and
raised?
A: Born (at home) in 1928, in
Beverly Hills, and the last I
read, one has to still be born at
home to be born there as there
are still no birthing hospitals
within its city limits. I grew up
in the ‘flats’ on North Rexford
Drive in 1928.

Q: Why do you opt for
self-publishing?
A: As for self-publishing, I
have had the same publisher
for several years. Third Millennium Publishing, Michael
McCollum, lives in Tempe,
AZ., and has always taken
great care of what I need to get
published properly i.e. IBSN
number., etc. Also, he is very
reasonable and timely about
getting a book done and getting it on computer websites.
He takes care of all orders and
sends me a check! I would recommend self-publishing if you
had a good publisher.

Q: You grew up among many
Hollywood legends, right?
A: Yes, there are so many stories about living in the same

Q: What about the cookbook?
A: The cookbook is now
known by another name: ‘OLD
HOLLYWOOD IN BEVERLY

Q: Education?
A: I majored in music and English in college.

HILLS.’ The original name for
the book was: ‘1929 BEVERLY HILLS COOKBOOK.’ It
may still be listed on Google
under that name by Joanabell
Lewis author.
Q: How did the cookbook
come about?
A: The cookbook material was
derived by me from an old
cookbook my mother left me.
It was originally a fund-raiser
for Beverly Hill’s Women’s
Club in 1929. The movie stars
who lived in BH at the time
wrote the recipes. I culled out
the original recipes sent by
them and added their picture
and short bio to create my
book. I even had a successful
book signing at the time.
Q: Where can people buy your
books?
A: My books are listed on
Google under Joanabell Lewis
author.
Q: Spare time, Hobbies?
A: Not one with spare time,
as I always have a project.
Either writing, editing, painting, organizing, or keeping up
correspondence with friends
via email, or lunching with
them. Also, I spend time with
my children, grandchildren, or
great-grandchildren whenever
possible. And I spend weekends with my ‘companion’
Robert Schaar, an artist, as
well as riding my recumbent
bicycle one mile each day!
Continued on page 13
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November Crossword Puzzle
"Multitalented" by Steve Zisser
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Across

1. Carry on, as war
5. Go at _____ speed (zoom
along)
9. Colorful talker
14. Made a great impression
15. Fanboy's fave, perhaps
16. Island that is part of 18-D
17. Rapper/tapper?
20. TV's Mork and ALF, for 2
21. Sounding all stuffed up
22. Impetuously utter
23. Help in the wrong way
25. Ready-fire connector
28. Siri runs on it
29. Dunderhead
31. "Muscle"
33. 23-D, e.g.
34. Veteran sailor
35. Filler of many positions
38. Don't bring them to
gunfights
39. Severely injures
40. Innovative thoughts
41. Jeans and khakis
42. Miracle-_____
45. One of many to be
connected
46. Slight car mishap
47. Ready for bed
49. Fall flower

3. High IQ type
4. Landscaping tool
5. They're worth 2 points in the
NHL
6. Do sums
7. Fishing pole
8. Mercury or Saturn
9. They're big at the Golden
Arches

30. Speaker's place
31. Truck driver
32. Makes bales of grass
33. Hindu god of destruction
34. Use a letter opener
35. Edit menu option
36. Men's neckwear pins
37. Hungry feeling
38. Pull one's leg
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Busy Boomers
By Les Goldberg

Rock Climbing Newest Senior Trend
How many times have we been
urged by our doctors to get
more exercise? As much as we
try, however, those sessions of
walking, stretching, and going
to the gym seem to get further
and further apart as time goes
on.

Mark Hoffman, 74, of Laguna
Woods, added: “You figure out
how to do things with trickery
and with less strength. It’s not
even a conscious decision to
use less strength, but it evolves
that way as your technique improves.

Whatever the reasons, it is often difficult to muster the motivation and energy to spend
your time straining through the
boredom or repetition of typical
exercise regimens.

“You learn to stand on things
you never thought you could
stand on. You find the holds
that you ignored in the past. It’s
about feet and body position –
that’s the bottom line.”

Here’s another
climbing!

idea:

rock

The activity has grown in popularity among the over-50 crowd
during the last decade, both
the outdoor and indoor variety.
Climbing beginners and fans
of the sport can now frequent
several indoor facilities located in Southern California. All
offer classes, certified instructors, equipment, and socializing
opportunities.
According to the National Institute of Health and health
experts, “having fun while
extending your ability to remain healthy and independent
makes all kinds of sense. Major
balance, agility, and strength
improvements make rock
climbing a highly effective
fall-prevention activity.
“And,” they add, “it’s a very
social activity that promotes

happy, active, and successful
aging.”
While the more advanced
climbers prefer the outdoor
“boulder” and “cliff” adventures, seniors ages 50-80
strapped into their rope harnesses at their local facilities
to take advantage of the fitness
benefits.
Take Judith Myers, 66, of Buena Park, for instance: “I love
the feeling of climbing, looking up rather than down, and
all the thought that goes into
completing a route. It’s the best
weight-bearing exercise for me
– it never gets repetitive or boring – which is why I look forward to each session.”
“For many years I had been giving in to the inevitable march
of osteoarthritis in my knees
and hips,” said James Willowbrook, 73, of Long Beach. “But
since I started indoor climbing,
my knees and hips are getting
stronger, and my strength and
durability have improved as
well.”

Sender One Climbing &
Sender City
1441 Village Way, Santa Ana
Phone: (714) 881-3456
Website:
www.senderclimbing.com
Rockreation Sport Climbing
Center
1300 Logan Ave., 201
Costa Mesa, Calif.
Phone: (714) 556-7625
Website:
www.rockreation-cm-com
Sender One Climbing Training Center
2100 E. Wilshire Blvd., B
Santa Ana
Phone: (714) 881-3456
Website:
www.sendorclimbing.com

Happy
Thanksgiving
In case you are wondering,
studies prove that indoor rock
climbing (outdoor climbing
is more dangerous) has a very
low injury rate – lower than 1
percent of other activities like
tennis, basketball, bicycling, or
even treadmill exercising.
To join the thousands of boomers who are ascending the rock
climbing heights, you can contact the many local facilities,
including:

NOVEMBER 2022

In The
Spotlight
continued from page 11
Q: What’s the secret to staying
youthful?
A: I guess the secret is just
having a great imagination
and being able to put my
thoughts down on paper. Then
I believe in ‘opening doors’...
which I continue to do with the
books I try to promote. Also,
make greeting cards from my
paintings that save a bundle
of bucks! I don’t pay a lot of
attention to minor aches and
pains of old age and just keep
positive thinking! I surprise
myself with my energy at my
age and my ability to stay active, I’m still driving at 94!
Q: Family?
A: I have four children,
13 grandchildren, and five
great-grandchildren.
Q: Anything else you want to
share with readers?
A: As an aside, I have always
valued REAL (people) friends
and I don’t like to lose contact
with them. I don’t seek publicity at this time of my life, just
enjoy good connections.
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Shania’s Star Still Shining Bright
By Les Goldberg

Can you believe it? Shania
Twain, the undisputed “queen
of country pop” and one of the
best-selling music artists of all
time, is 57!

was singing in bars, earning
$20 per night to help pay the
family bills.
In her later interviews, she said:
“There were moments when I
thought, ‘I hate this.’ I hated
going into bars and being with
drunks. But I loved the music
and so I survived.”

Somehow, age is irrelevant
in this cover tribute to a true
songstress who continues to
entertain audiences all over the
world, in concerts, on vinyl,
and in digital formats.
Today you can watch a Netflix documentary spanning her
career, “Not Just a Girl,” and
purchase the companion album
of the same name, and listen to
“Waking Up Dreaming,” her
first single from her sixth studio
album due for release next year.
Twain’s second Las Vegas residency, “Let’s Go!” was postponed due to the COVID-19
pandemic but played to sellout
crowds from December 2021 to
last September at Planet Hollywood’s Zappos Theater.
Meanwhile, let’s take a quick
tour of Shania’s world:
She was born Eilleen Regina
“Shania” Edwards in Windsor,
Ontario, Canada on Aug. 28,
1965. Her parents, Sharon and
Clarence Edwards divorced
when she was two and her
mother moved to Timmons,
Ontario, with Shania and her
two sisters.
Sharon married Jerry Twain, an
Ojibwa, a native Canadian from
the nearby Mattagami First Nation, and they had a son, Mark,
together.

Jerry adopted the girls and legally changed their surname to
Twain. When Mark was a toddler, Jerry and Sharon adopted
Jerry’s baby nephew Darryl
when his mother died.

Her first recording contract,
which followed a series of impressive performances at local
venues, resulted in her first studio album that didn’t sell well
but gained some rave reviews
from music critics and performers alike.

Because of Twain’s connection
to Jerry, the media have incorrectly reported that she is of
Ojibwe descent. Today, Shania
is a card-holding member of the
Temagami First Nation.
In 1991, at age 26, she was offered a recording contract by
Mercury Nashville Records
and also applied for immigration status into the U.S. At that
time, because her stepfather
was a full-blooded Ojibwe and
was rightfully guaranteed Native American status by the Jay
Treaty of 1795, Shania became
legally registered as having
50 percent Native American
blood.
She has said that her childhood
was difficult. Her parents were
poor and there was violence
between them. Singing and
songwriting became her only
goals. At eight years old she

“Come On Over,” became the
best-selling studio album by a
female act in any genre and the
best-selling country album of
all time, selling more than 40
million copies across the globe.

phy, “From This Moment On,”
Twain returned to performing
live in 2012 with a concert residency at Caesars Palace.
Three years later, she launched
the “North American Rock This
Country Tour,” released her
“You’re Still the One,” “From
This Moment On,” “That Don’t
Impress Me Much,” and “Man,
I Feel Like a Woman!” four of
the album’s 12 songs, earned
four Grammy Awards.

first studio album in 15 years in
2017, “Now,” along with a tour
of the same name.
Today Shania Twain’s name is
synonymous with the best female vocalists that have ever

Undaunted by the lack of success of that album, the 30-yearold Twain collaborated with her
producer and future husband,
Robert John “Mutt” Lang, to
release her second album, “The
Woman in Me” in 1995. It
vaulted her to instant fame, selling more than 20 million copies
worldwide, spawning eight hit
singles, including “Any Man
of Mine” which resulted in her
first Grammy Award.
Two years later her third album,

Her fourth album, “Up!” In
2002 spawned eight singles,
including “I’m Gonna Getcha Good!” “Ka-Ching!” and
“Forever and for Always,” sold
over 20 million copies worldwide.
In 2004, after releasing her
“Greatest Hits” album, she entered a hiatus, revealing years
later that she suffered from
Lyme disease and dysphonia
that led to a severely weakened
singing voice.
Following a six-year rehabilitation and confinement period
in which she only released one
single, “Today Is Your Day,”
and published her autobiogra-

lived, including those who have
inspired her throughout her life:
Dolly Parton, Karen Carpenter, Taylor Swift, The Chicks,
Wynonna Judd, Kelsea Ballerini, Patsy Cline, Tammy Wynette, Reba McEntire, LeAnn
Rimes and, last but not least,
the late Loretta Lynn, who died
last month at age 90.
Shania’s legacy is already cemented into the music halls of
fame in Canada and America,
and last month Twain was inducted into the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame.
Her star still shines bright, indeed.
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Health and Well-Being

Three Ways A Medicare Advantage Fitness Plan Could Help Reduce
al fitness programs that provide
classes, swimming pools, and
if there’s no gym close by, if
Your Health Risks
low-cost or no-cost benefits to
other amenities to help memthe weather is bad, or you don’t
Have you heard the saying,
“Movement is medicine?”
Countless studies have shown
that physical activity can help
reduce the risks of serious
health conditions, such as heart
disease, diabetes, back and
neck pain, some types of cancer, and even falls. That’s why
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention recommends
that adults aged 65 and older
participate in 150 minutes of
physical activity a week. This
includes aerobic, strength, and
balance activities.
If you’re already engaging

help you meet these physical
activity recommendations and
stay healthy. Here are three
benefits that Medicare Advantage fitness programs may offer
to help improve your fitness:

Healthy aging and exercise
programs can be great ways to
keep fit and have fun.

in a vigorous walk each day,
or playing golf or pickleball,
good for you! But what else
could you do to enhance your
strength, balance, and cardiovascular health? Many health
plans, including Medicare Advantage plans, offer exception-

1. Low-cost or No-cost Gym
Memberships. Many Medicare Advantage plans offer fitness programs that give members access to gyms, YMCAs,
recreation centers, and boutique
studios for no cost or a very low
cost. These fitness centers offer
a variety of workout opportunities, such as free weights,
weight

machines,

workout

bers achieve their fitness goals.
The Silver&Fit® Healthy Aging and Exercise Program is
one example that provides access to 15,000+ standard and
5,000+ premium gyms, including national name-brand
chains, YMCAs, and boutique
fitness studios. Besides offering
a variety of options for getting
fit, a fitness center can provide
a social outlet for members
who want to connect to others
in their community.
2. Access to On-demand Video Workout Classes. Going to
the gym can be a daunting task

have transportation. Fortunately, some Medicare Advantage
fitness programs include access
to on-demand workout videos
you can do right from home!
It’s easy to start, maintain, or
increase your workout regimen
when you have a library of cardio, strength, dance, yoga, Pilates, meditation, and cycling
classes to choose from. It’s not
unusual for such programs, like
the Silver&Fit® Healthy Aging
and Exercise Program, to offer
thousands of video class options and even offer free online
classes via social media.
Continued on page 32
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Tell Your Life
Story…
Continued from page 10

Or…
“I’ve wanted my husband to
tell his story for years. Our
family and friends have also
been after him, to no avail.
You came along at just the
right time to kick start this important project for us.”
Sharing your life, your accomplishments, and life lessons
for your children and/or your
grandchildren is a priceless
experience for you and your
entire family.
Call me today for a free consultation: 949-244-7880 or email
me at: ighostwrite@icloud.
com and visit my website for
testimonials, how the process
works, my background and
fees at: www.theghostwriter.net.
Robert Bruce Woodcox
949-244-7880
ighostwrite@icloud.com
3857 Birch St., 702
Newport Beach CA 92660

What our clients have to say: “Much, much appreciation! I truly value
you and what you have to offer on a professional level. Your knowledge,
compassion, and ethics truly made a difference.” —K.B.
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The $74,973 Question
ipating providers in three important ways. First, opt-out
providers are required to have
special signed private-pay
contracts with patients before
providing any services.
By Monte Butler
Bob* was diagnosed with trigeminal neuralgia, an excruciatingly painful condition
caused by damage to the 5th
cranial nerve. After all non-surgical treatments failed to relieve his agony, Bob located a
neurosurgeon who specialized
in the treatment of trigeminal
neuralgia. Bob’s surgery was a
success, but then he received a
surprise bill for $74,973.
The problem was that Bob’s
surgeon was an “opt-out provider.” According to Medicare
rules, his surgeon was allowed
to set up a private payment contract with Bob. In the contract,
Bob agreed that “if your insurance company does not cover
all billed charges for services
such as consult and/or surgery,
you will be balance billed.”
The contract also included a
handwritten note that Bob’s
“Out-of-pocket & Deductible
Payment” was “$2,315.” Was
Bob only obligated to pay the
$2,315 or did he have to pay
the additional $74,973?
We are talking about Medicare
rules here, so you won’t be
surprised when I tell you that
the answer is a little bit complicated. Bob’s surgeon was an
opt-out provider in Medicare.
Opt-out providers differ from
participating and non-partic-

Second, the patient is responsible for 100% of the bill from
an opt-out provider. Medicare
pays nothing (0%) – unless
the care was provided in an
emergency. Third, there is no
limit on what the opt-out provider can charge. You are used
to Medicare placing limits on
what providers can charge you
(“limiting charge”), but there
are no such limits for opt-out
providers. So, what did this
mean for Bob? Did he have to
pay the additional $79,973 or
only $2,315?
Well, in Bob’s case, the answer
was that he only had to pay
$2,315 to his surgeon. Why?
The contract used by the surgeon did not follow Medicare
rules designed to help Bob understand the financial obligation he was taking on. Under
Medicare rules, this nullified
the contract. Also, the surgeon broke several other optout provider rules. After these
rule violations were pointed
out, the surgeon gave Bob a
clean financial bill of health –
“$0.00” due.
So, what does this mean for
you? First, if you decide you
want the services of an optout provider, remember that
you are responsible for the
entire bill – 100%. No help
Continued on page 19
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The $74,973
Question

Continued from page 18
from Medicare. No help from
your Medigap policy. Second, Medicare does not limit what the opt-out provider
can charge you. You need to
make sure that the cost of the
service is within your budget,
and you should ask that the
cost of the service be included
in your signed contract. Third,
if you get a surprise, contact
your State Health Insurance
Assistance Program (www.
shiphelp.org; 877-839-2675)
or the Senior Medicare Patrol
Program (www.smpresource.
org; 877-808-2468) for help.
* Not his real name
Adapted from “The $74,973
Question: Are Medicare Beneficiaries Informed Users of
Private Medical Care Contracts?” originally published
in the “Journal of Gerontological Social Work.” Used with
permission.

JUST

$10.95
PER MEAL
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Costa Mesa: No Longer a
Semi-rural Farming Community
Since its incorporation in
1953, Costa Mesa has grown
from a semi-rural farming
community of 16,840 to a
suburban center including
part of the South Coast Plaza–John Wayne Airport edge
city, one of the region’s largest commercial centers, with
an economy based on retail, commerce, and light manufacturing.
Here are some more interesting factoids about Costa Mesa, located in Orange
County.
1. The population was
111,918 in the 2020 United
States Census.
2. Members of the Gabrieleño/Tongva and Juaneño/
Luiseño nations long inhabited the area.
3. After the 1769 expedition
of Gaspar de Portolà, a Spanish expedition led by Junípero Serra named the area
Vallejo de Santa Ana (Valley
of Saint Anne).
4. On Nov. 1, 1776, Mission
San Juan Capistrano became
the area’s first permanent
European settlement in Alta
California, New Spain.
5. In 1801, the Spanish Empire granted 62,500 acres

Photo South Coast Plaza,
via Wikipedia

(253 km2) to Jose Antonio
Yorba, which he named Rancho San Antonio. Yorba’s
great rancho included the
lands where the communities of Olive, Orange, Villa
Park, Santa Ana, Tustin, Costa Mesa, and Newport Beach
stand today.
6. After the Mexican-American war, California became
part of the United States, and
American settlers arrived in
this area and formed the town
of Fairview in the 1880s near
the modern intersection of
Harbor Boulevard and Adams Avenue.
7. However, a flood in 1889
wiped out the railroad serving the community, and it
shriveled.
8. To the south, meanwhile,
the community of Harper had
arisen on a siding of the Santa Ana and Newport Railway,
named after a local rancher.
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Tinseltown Talks
By Nick Thomas

Nancy Olson Livingston had a Front-row Seat
to Entertainment History
Aside from the songwriters,
imagine being the first person
on the planet to enjoy the words
and music of some of the greatest classic songs to ever appear
in Broadway and Hollywood
productions.
Nancy Olson Livingston did
not have to imagine. As she
writes in her new November
autobiography, “A Front Row
Seat,” her lyricist husband Alan
J. Lerner and composer partner Frederick “Fritz” Loewe
would regularly serenade her
with their latest compositions
throughout the 1950s.

Publicity cast photo for Sunset
Blvd. with William Holden,
Gloria Swanson, Nancy Olson,
and Erich von Stroheim. Photo
courtesy Paramount Pictures.

“We were living in New York,
and I remember one time being
awoken at three in the morning
by Alan and Fritz who were
shaking the bed saying, ‘Nancy,
Nancy, you have to get up!’”
recalled Olson Livingston from
her home in Beverly Hills.
On a bitterly cold night amid
a New England blizzard, the
wildly excited songwriters

While certainly a dutiful hostess who supported the careers
and social demands of both
spouses, she also enjoyed success as an actress. Credited as
Nancy Olson in film and television roles, she is often best remembered for her appearance

forced her into a heavy coat,
galoshes, and scarf as Lerner
led his sleepy wife across the
snow-covered road to their studio.
“You have to listen to something,” they insisted, depositing
her in an armchair near the piano.
The pair began acting out
scenes from their new play and
then performed “The Rain in
Spain” to their wide-eyed solo
audience. The song was one of
over a dozen Lerner/Lowe classics that would be used to score
the 1956 Broadway debut of
“My Fair Lady” with Rex Harrison and Julie Andrews,
then 8 years later on the big
screen soundtrack featuring
Harrison and Audrey Hepburn.

Nick Thomas teaches at Auburn
University in Montgomery, Alabama, and has written features,
columns, and interviews for numerous magazines and newspapers. See www.getnickt.org.

in 1950’s “Sunset Blvd” playing the ingénue role with William Holden and Gloria Swanson. She went on to work with
Cover of Olson Livingston’s book.

the music world, an entertainment executive who eventually
became president of Capitol
Records in the early 60s. He
signed an aging Frank Sinatra
to a record deal, produced Don
McLean’s “American Pie,”
and was instrumental in bringing the Beatles to the U.S. He
even co-wrote the novelty song
“I Taut I Taw a Puddy Tat” and
created the character of Bozo
the Clown.

Whereas
the
original
Broadway production continued into the early 1960s, the
marriage to Lerner did not. The
pair remained together from
1950 to 1957 when Lerner cowrote songs for “Brigadoon”
and “Paint Your Wagon.” But
by the time audiences were enjoying his hits in “Gigi” and
“Camelot,” the couple had
divorced.

Nancy Olson, as she was credited,
and William Holden publicity
still. Photo courtesy Paramount
Pictures.

Fortunately for Nancy, she
married Alan Livingston several years later, a union that lasted
47 years until he died in 2009.
Livingston was another giant in

Unlike her first Alan, Alan No.
2 was a faithful and devoted
husband and the love of Nancy’s life. At 94, she still lives in
the same house the couple built
in 1965.

Holden in several more films.
“We formed a lasting friendship,” she said. “One time
Alan (Livingston) and I were
flying to London and were at
Kennedy Airport when I heard
a voice calling from the other
end of the hallway – it was Bill
(Holden). We ran to each other and hugged which was very
emotional. All of a sudden, a
stranger walked up and taps us
both on the shoulder and said,
‘excuse me, but this is better than watching an old
movie!’”
Many more stories outlining her movie career, extensive charity work, and life
married to two extraordinarily talented men are described in Olson Livingston’s
book, which she divided into
over 100 easy-to-read chapters.
“I could have written many
more,” she said, “but each one
in the book represents important moments in my life.”

Happy
Thanksgiving
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On The Road Again

Three Pearls in a SoCal Oyster
By Shana McCann

After many years living in
Southern
California
and
spending countless hours discovering its endless number
of attractions, both natural and
manmade, I want to take this
opportunity to tell you about
three not-so-well-known destinations for your weekend or
holiday getaways.
This triple-header of travel adventures is sure to tickle the
fancy of those of you who 1)
enjoy boating, 2) are fascinated by World War II history,
and 3) remember when westerns dominated Hollywood
movie-making.

Local Harbors

The quick drive down the I-710
Long Beach Freeway takes
you straight to Long Beach’s
beautiful Alamitos Bay and
Rainbow Harbor. The views
of the Queen Mary, Shoreline
Village, and the city’s aquarium are spectacular, but there is
more to what meets the eye.
Now open after a long pandemic-induced hiatus is the
city’s AquaLink service. The
comfortable yacht-sized water
taxi ferries up to 70 passengers

as ambassadors to the city, his
gondola service, and Venice.

on each trip ($5 per person)
across the water. And, because
it is operated by Long Beach
Transit, passengers can visit
the harbor area by boat and the
popular downtown dining and
shopping areas by bus without
worrying about traffic or parking.
When visiting Long Beach
Harbor, you don’t want to miss
a side trip to Naples Island,
one of the most charming areas
known for its friendly array of
quaint stores, restaurants, bars,
and most notably, its gondolas
and the gondoliers that pilot
them.
Today’s Gondola Getaway service through the canals is not
much different than when it
started 40 years ago by longtime Naples resident Michael
O’Toole, inspired by the area’s
resemblance to Venice, Italy.
Following a trip to Venice
where he immersed himself in
the gondola lifestyle, he had
his boats designed specifically to fit the smaller canals and
storage facilities.
O’Toole also knew that his
gondoliers had to be competent, use the authentic “Voga
Veneta” rowing style, and act

The nearly one-hour gondola
cruise starts at 5437 E. Ocean
Blvd. and sails to and around
Naples’ Rivo Canal.

Fort MacArthur
Just a couple of miles north
of Long Beach Harbor, in San
Pedro near the Port of Los Angeles, sits the Fort MacArthur
Museum.
If you are a fan of World Wars
I and II, get ready to wax
nostalgia during your visit to
Los Angeles Historic-Cultural
Monument No. 515.
Only a small section of this former Army installation remains
in military use by the U.S. Air
Force. It was named after Lt.
Gen. Arthur MacArthur, the
son of Douglas MacArthur
who commanded American
forces in the Pacific during
WWII and was present at the
Japanese surrender ceremony.

Formally created in 1914,
the fort was a training center
during WWI, and three years
later became the first large
gun battery for harbor defense.
Stories about the base abound,

especially the complaints
from miles around about the
ground-shaking practice firing
of artillery rounds into the Pacific waters.
One of the best times to visit the fort is on the Fourth of
July. That’s when you can witness historic reenactments of
wartime maneuvers, enjoy the
military bands, and celebrate
your patriotism.

Corriganville

As a child, I was enamored by
movie and black and white TV
westerns starring iconic actors
like John Wayne, Hoot Gibson, Tex Ritter, Hopalong Cassidy, Gene Autry, Roy Rogers,
and Dale Evans, and of course
Ray “Crash” Corrigan.
That’s why I couldn’t wait for
my parents to take my brother and me to the Corriganville
Movie Ranch in the Santa Susana Pass area of Simi Valley.
Built on land purchased by
Corrigan in 1937, the ranch

provided scenery as well as
man-made structures and sets
for such movie and TV programs as “Fort Apache,”
“Buffalo Bill in Tomahawk
Territory,” “The Robe,” “The
Lone Ranger,” “The Adventures of Rin Tin Tin,” “Sky
King,” “Circus Boy” and
“Star Trek.”
For the admission price of $1,
weekend visitors were entertained with stuntman shows,
fake gunfights in the set’s main
street, autograph signings,
stagecoach and pony rides, and
boating on an artificial lake.
That was then. Today, the
ranch is owned by the city of
Simi Valley and operated as a
public regional park. Fire-ravaged all the original structures,
but several easy-to-navigate
hiking trails allow for some
dramatic views of the many
sites and vistas seen in the old
western movies and TV programs.
You’ll appreciate the visit even
more if you are old enough to
remember those days. I know
I did.
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Fabulous Finds
By Debbie L. Sklar

Before you know it, you’ll be
shopping for holiday gifts and
hanging décor to ring in the
season.
But before you start hitting the
online shops or the malls, you
might want to take time to take
care of yourself. Whether that’s
adding a new skincare line to
your daily routine, cosmetics,
or kitchenware here are some
ideas to get you going.

Oceanly Skincare
Oceanly is defining a new way
of beauty that is clean for the
body and the planet with a comprehensive line of 19 products,
including cleansers, serums,
creams, masks, and sunscreens.
Packaged in an innovative
push-up design, made of biodegradable and FSC-certified
cardboard from eco-managed
forests - Oceanly bears the Environment Working Group’s
VERIFIED seal of approval,
representing the strictest criteria for transparency and health.
Inspired by the ocean, from its
marine-sourced ingredients to
its ocean-friendly packaging,
Oceanly is powered by innovative ingredients that blend
the best of science and nature,
such as Phytoglycogen, Stabilized & Encapsulated Vitamin
C, and Peptides. Phytoglycogen, the star ingredient, helps
improve the health and appearance of the skin by providing
long-lasting hydration, proven

that can be used solo or layered
for maximum effect. Layering
these potent serums will reveal
skin that is bright, plump, smooth,
and has an even complexion.

Stone Crop Revitalizing
Gift Set ($49)

to be more moisturizing than
hyaluronic acid after 7 hours.
Oceanly’s Phytoglycogen is
100% plant-derived and eliminates the need to extract glycogen from shellfish, helping preserve marine ecosystems. The
Oceanly Collection is available
at attitudeliving.com

Nice Holiday Gift Sets
This holiday season, professional skincare brand Eminence Organic Skin Care has
two gift sets you will love for
yourself or someone else.
Essential Serum Trio Gift Set
and the Stone Crop Revitalizing Gift Set feature sought-after products that pair together
for a luxurious skincare routine.

Essential Serum Trio
Gift Set ($98)
This set includes three of Eminence Organic Skin Care’s
serums — the Citrus & Kale
Potent C+E Serum, the Strawberry Rhubarb Hyaluronic Serum, and the Marine Flower
Peptide Serum. These serums
have skin-nourishing benefits

Featuring two of Eminence Organics’ best-selling products,
the Stone Crop Gel Wash, and
the Stone Crop Oxygenating
Fizzofoliant, this is the ideal
gift for everyone on your list.
This hydrating and revitalizing
duo works as a “flash facial”
but can also be effectively incorporated into a daily skincare
ritual for an instant glow. Each
of these illuminating gift sets is
available at eminenceorganicskincare.com/us

Brownie Brittle

The original thin sweet snack,
Sheila G’s Brownie Brittle, is
celebrating the delights of winter with the launch of two new
limited-edition seasonal treats
reminiscent of falling snow
and sweater weather. Brownie Brittle Peppermint and
Brownie Brittle Hot Chocolate Marshmallow are limited
releases at retailers nationwide
and on BrownieBrittle.com.
These limited-edition flavors
are available now, so grab a
few bags before they’re gone!

SRP of $3.99 per 4 oz bag. Visit BrownieBrittle.com to find a
retailer near you.

Coravin
The global
wine technology company
is offering a
first-ever artist edition of
its popular
wine-by-theglass system,
Coravin Timeless Six+.
This exclusive, single production run Coravin x Keith
Haring Artist Edition features
the artist’s dancing figures
rendered in graphic black and
white directly through Coravin.
com and select retailers while
quantities last.
This unique Artist Edition
Timeless Six+ features Haring’s iconic artwork style with
chrome accents and a custom
co-branded logo.
As with all Coravin Timeless
Six+ models, this Coravin x
Keith Haring Timeless Six+
Artist Edition allows you to enjoy still wines without pulling
the cork, preserving them for
weeks, months, or even years.
Each Timeless Six+ set includes a textured fabric carrying case, a Timeless Aerator
attachment,
replenishment
Coravin Pure argon capsules,
and Coravin Screw Cap ac-

cessories. Priced at $350, the
Coravin x Keith Haring Timeless Six+ Artist Edition is available through coravin.com and
select retail partners including
Neiman Marcus, Harvey Nichols, and Selfridges, while quantities last.
To learn more about Coravin
and this unique artist edition,
visit coravin.com/keith-haring.

The Bev

BLACK+DECKER’s Cocktail Maker dispenses craft
cocktails in approximately 30
seconds.
There are labeled locations for
five liquors: gin, vodka, tequila,
rum, whiskey, and the included
glass water bottle.
Customize drink strength with
the turn of a dial, the Bev by
BLACK+DECKER Cocktail
Maker has four drink strength
levels: mocktail, light, regular
and strong.
LEDs beneath the bottles illuminate and prominently display
the liquor being served. “Party
mode” feature various LED
sequences to add a unique fun
factor.

Continued on page 32
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Pickleball Craze Can “Net”
Injuries to Those Over 50
By: Alan Beyer, M.D.
Pickleball is one of the fastest
growing sport activities in the
United States. I see the effects
of the sport’s popularity in my
medical practice each week
when a new patient over the age
of 50 sits in my examination
room with their knee wrapped.
I can almost tell what they are
going to share with me before
I initiate a discussion of their
orthopedic symptoms: “I was
just playing a casual game of
pickleball, doctor.”
Scenarios like this are happening across the country, thanks
to the growing popularity of
this enjoyable sport that has
attracted its share of players
over the age of 50. I applaud
them for their passion of getting onto a court and exercising. But when a casual game
of pickleball becomes more intense as the competitive spirit
kicks in, it can have its share
of risk as well, particularly if
you are not used to exercising,
playing tennis or any other
sporting activity.
Pickleball’s perceived lack of
running has made the sport
a popular pastime for older
Americans. The sport provides good exercise, but like
any other physical activity,
preparation and prevention are
the keys avoiding injuries like
sprains, strains, and fractures.
The most common injuries acquired during pickleball are:
• Wrist sprains and fractures

from falls during play are the
most common injuries I see in
my practice from pickleball.
• “Pickleball elbow” is the
sport’s equivalent to tennis elbow where pain results from
overuse. Bad form or improper
gripping of the racket can lead
to small microtears in the tendons surrounding the elbow,
resulting in pain upon movement.
• Achilles tendonitis is another
injury that results from sudden, high impact physical activity and can be very painful
and lingering if not treated.
• Shoulder strain is one of
the most common injuries.
Swinging a pickleball racket
puts shoulder muscles and the
rotator cuff into motion and
this can lead to shoulder strain.
If left untreated, the condition
can limit the range of motion
in the shoulder over time or
cause inflammation and pain.
So how can older Americans
lessen their chance of pickleball injuries? The answers aren’t new, but no less effective:
• As I’ve said, the most common pickleball injuries are
from falls during play. Preventing or reducing the risk of

a fall pulls in all curriculums,
including good footwear, exercise preparation, and being
mindful of the possibility.
Regular balance exercises are
also a great way to reduce fall
risk on or off the court.
• To play pickleball without
risk of injury, a player needs to
exercise somewhat regularly.
The game is deceiving in that
it doesn’t appear to be as physically strenuous as other pursuits, but it is a sport nonetheless and proper conditioning is
the key to avoiding injury.

• Stretching before play and
warming up the body’s muscles are the best ways to sidestep injury. The game requires
a player to use the long muscles in the legs, so make sure
to fully warm and stretch your
muscles. This is particularly
important for avoiding shoulder strain as well. Spend at
least five or 10 minutes on
stretching and warming up, especially between matches.
• Stretching and warm-up will
prevent overuse injuries in

most case but there are other
factors that can result in injury.
• Eye protection is important
in any sport with a ball and
paddle nearby.
• Hydrate properly. Drinking
enough water can help avoid
mid-game cramping.
• Finally, wear supportive
shoes due to all the starts and
stops of a typical pickleball
Continued on page 28
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Movie Preview

‘Mickey: The Story of a Mouse’

By Randal C. Hill
In 1928, when he was involved in
a legal tussle with Universal Pictures, Walt Disney lost the rights
to his cartoon creation Oswald
the Lucky Rabbit. Disney then
created a replacement cartoon figure: Mortimer Mouse. But Walt’s
wife, Lillian, thought her husband
would do better with the name
Mickey Mouse instead. (Thank
you, Lillian.)
The world’s favorite rodent,
whose simple head is composed
of one large and two smaller circles, became an animation superstar with 1928s “Steamboat
Willie,” the first such release
with synchronized sound. (Disney himself provided Mickey’s
voice.) Mickey Mouse would in
time be featured in more than 130
of Walt’s films, including the starring role in 1940s now-legendary
“Fantasia.” In 1978, Mickey became the first animated character
to earn a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame.
This and much more are covered
in the superlative Disney + November streaming of “Mickey:
The Story of a Mouse.” While
some viewers may dismiss it as a
93-minute commercial for the corporation’s iconic animal, others
will appreciate the little-known,
behind-the-scenes tales of the
Mickey saga. Here long-time
company animators discuss and
display their work and explain
various stages of the often-complex processes required to bring

Mickey Mouse to his millions of
fans. One veteran artist, in particular, confesses, “It wasn’t just one
continual success after success, it
was stumble after stumble.” Another animator claims that Mickey became so big that he became
a reflection of who we are.
The Disney documentary explores the long-time global impact of Mickey Mouse for nearly
a century, how the blithe little guy
accompanied us through the Depression and served as a propaganda device during World War
II, even becoming an image of
hope during the Holocaust.
Under the guidance of director Jeff Malmberg (“Marwencol,”) we see that the passage of
time brought different versions
of Mickey, as well as the sometimes-surprising societal shifts
that he came to represent.
While Disney Co. has always
concerned itself with protecting
the images of its founder and his
mega-organization, the documentary does admit — briefly — to
making errors in judgment over
the years, including Mickey being
shown in blackface and offering
negative depictions of Native
Americans.
In “Mickey: The Story of a
Mouse,” we also get a one-minute
short feature (“Mickey in a Minute”) of our hero strolling down
a hallway, reflecting on posters

of his past films until he is suddenly consumed by a vortex and
becomes the many images we’ve
seen over the decades.
The examination of a true icon —
fictional though he is — streams
on Nov. 18.
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Understanding Yourself

Password Rage —What
It Is, How to Avoid It
If you’re like most people, a
frustrating online password
process has put you in a bad
mood. In fact, according to
a recent Aware survey, more
than half of consumers report
that having to go through a
password reset process has
negatively

impacted

their

mood—or even their day—
while two out of three actively

Pickleball

avoid or dread irritating pass-

encounter, which can impact
the feet.

A Problem
“Password rage” describes
what happens after someone
has endured too much password-related stress or fatigue,
such as having to remember

Continued from page 27

Pickleball is becoming more
popular, and by following
these guidelines, can be a pleasurable fitness activity with
friends at courts all over the
area. Have fun but be mindful.
Alan Beyer, MD, is an orthopedic surgeon and executive
medical director of the Hoag
Orthopedic Institute in Irvine,
California. He is also the host
of the weekly sports medicine
radio program “Doctor in the
Dugout” on KLAA AM.

word reset processes.

different (and long) passwords
for every account; being locked
out of an account; or having to
reset a password or set up a
new password-based account
in order to purchase something
online. Unfortunately, password rage can drive people
to extremes, with more than
half of consumers noting they
have given up on purchasing
a product or service because
they couldn’t remember their
password.
Common reactions to password rage include yelling at
a partner/spouse/roommate or
children; binge eating or drinking; and taking a nap. With
such negative consequences,
what can be done to minimize
the risk and negative impacts
of password rage??

You can use your face, eye or
finger to keep hackers from
getting their hands on your online
information.

Stay in Control … And When
You’re Ready, Consider Alternative Approaches?
The best thing to do when suffering from password rage is to
walk away from the computer
and distract yourself until the
anger subsides. Take a walk
or a deep breath, and try again
later.
Longer-term, however, you
may wish to come up with
some new processes or proactive workarounds. Perhaps
the best solution is to not use
passwords altogether, opting
for a method with much higher
security, such as biometrics—
which authenticate individual
people through their faceprint,
voiceprint, fingerprints or
iris scan for superior convenience and security. The survey showed an overwhelming
willingness among consumers
to replace passwords with biometrics for most popular online services.
If that’s not possible, try to
avoid forgetting your passwords in the first place. Come
up with a few complex variations of the same password
that would be easy for you to
remember, but difficult for a
Continued on page 29
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The Gadget Geezer
By Les Goldberg

Your Annual Holiday Gift Guide
Fun Stuff for the Whole Family
As you all know, life is full
of decisions. As we are now
in the midst of the 2022 holiday season, it’s that time again
to make more decisions, like
What to get who? How much
to spend? Where to buy the
right gift? Etcetera.
And, as in years past, it is my
mission to help you with those
decisions. Here are a few gift
ideas that should put big smiles
on the faces of your loved ones
who will be lucky enough to
receive them:

A Gateway Notebook

For the tech-savvy senior on
your list, Gateway suggests
its new and colorful 14.1-inch
slim notebook computer.
Using the fastest Intel Core
microprocessor, it features a
512-gigabyte solid state hard
drive, an Intel Iris Xe graphic card, THX audio for theater-quality sound, built-in
Windows 10, a 1-megapixel
webcam, and a fingerprint
scanner.
Its ultra-thin design and metallic color coating make this

notebook one of the lightest,
most portable in its price range
on the market today. Price:
$480.00.

Four of the players in my family are in their 70s and couldn’t
stop laughing during the entire
game, from opening the nostalgic-style box to declaring
winners and losers.

Powerkick

ways have loads of coins in
their pockets or bags.

Designed specifically for techies on the go, the STM Powerkick is a convenient and portable wireless power bank that
attaches to your smartphone or
any other device via suction
cups while charging.
Unlike other chargers, this
gadget is a kickstand that props
your device in either portrait or
landscape modes for viewing
photos or videos. For $69.95,
it eliminates the need to buy
two separate products – a charger and a device stand.

The transparent plastic jar
comes with a convenient twistoff lid with a built-in digital
counter. It accepts all coins,
from pennies to half-dollars
and dollars, and requires two
AAA-sized batteries.
Another benefit: it teaches
good financial habits and improves math skills.

There’s no time like the holidays for families with baby
boomers to gather and en-

It is a fun, budget-friendly
($18) gift for people who al-

Muscle Massager

If you have never used a modern handheld muscle massager, you may want to take advantage of the newest trend in
self-healing and fitness technology.

If you are looking for a different kind of piggybank for your
grandkids, look no further than
Counting Jar.

The chuckles began when we
pulled out the game’s tokens –
a card magnifier, a 45-RPM record insert, a metal skate key,
a GI dog tag, a 60s campaign
button, and a milk bottle cap.
They continued as we navigated the 2,244 trivia questions
dealing with the 50s, 60s, and
70s music, movies, TV, childhood games, school days, and
politics. Price: $49.95.

Boom Again Trivia
Game

Digital Counting Jar

the Black Series Digital Coin

younger members remind us
that we are cultural dinosaurs.
That’s why I loved playing the
newest board game, appropriately named Boom Again.

joy each other, remembering
the good old days while the

For instance, Sharper Image,
one of many companies entering the market, is offering its
Powerboost Percussion Muscle Massager for $93.99. Don’t
let the price dissuade you
from the opportunity to give
your body some much-needed
kneading.

For deep tissue treatment, the
Powerboost comes with five
interchangeable attachments
– a ball, flat, bar, fork, and
cone. The lightweight, compact massager also has a quiet
powerful motor that eliminates
the annoying buzzing noise
that is common in some other
devices.

Password Rage
Continued from page 28

hacker to guess. If you absolutely must write this password
down, keep it in a sealed, unmarked envelope or a locked
desk drawer.?
Alternatively, consider using
a password manager (which
generates strong passwords
and stores them all in one encrypted place, alleviating the
burden of having to remember
individual passwords for every account) or a spreadsheet
to keep track of all your passwords. However, as the recent
LastPass hack unfortunately
demonstrated, these aren’t
necessarily the safest or most
viable option. What if you forget the password to your password manager or the spreadsheet gets deleted? That would
be an easy way to reignite your
password rage.?
As long as passwords are the
most common way to secure
online accounts, the threat of
password rage will be here to
stay, since people increasingly rely on online services and
mobile apps.
Learn More
For further facts and tips, visit
www.aware.com.
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November Book Club

November is an excellent time
to settle in and read a good
book before the holidays have
you coming and going.
Here are some new finds to add
to your list and get immersed
in before you have to cook, entertain, or shop for the holiday
season.

The Night Ship
A Novel
By Jess Kidd

“Based on a real-life event,
an epic historical novel from
the award-winning author of
‘Things in Jars’ that illuminates
the lives of two characters: a
girl shipwrecked on an island
off Western Australia and, 300
years later, a boy finding a
home with his grandfather on
the very same island.
“1629: A newly orphaned
young girl named Mayken

is bound for the
Dutch East Indies
on the Batavia,
one of the greatest
ships of the Dutch
Golden Age. Curious and mischievous, Mayken spends the
long journey going on misadventures above and below the
deck, searching for a mythical
monster. But the true monsters
might be closer than she thinks.
“1989: A lonely boy named
Gil is sent to live off the coast
of Western Australia among
the seasonal fishing community where his late mother once
resided. There, on the tiny
reef-shrouded island, he discovers the story of an infamous
shipwreck …
“With her trademark ‘thrilling,
mysterious, twisted, but more
than anything, beautifully written’ (Graham Norton, ‘New
York Times’ bestselling author)
storytelling, Jess Kidd weaves
a unputdownable and charming
tale of friendship and sacrifice,
brutality, and forgiveness,”
according to Publisher Atria
Books.

The Sweetness
of Forgetting
By Kristin Harmel
“At 36, Hope McKenna-Smith
is no stranger to bad news. She
lost her mother to cancer, her
husband left her, and her bank
account is nearly depleted. Her
dreams of becoming a lawyer
are long gone, she’s running a

everywhere, even in cake,”
according to Publisher Gallery
Books.

The White Hare
By Jane Johnson

failing family bakery on Cape
Cod and raising a troubled preteen.
“Now, Hope’s beloved Frenchborn grandmother Mamie is
drifting away in a haze of Alzheimer’s. But in a rare moment
of clarity, Mamie realizes that
unless she tells Hope about the
past, the secrets she has held on
to for so many years will soon
be lost forever. Tantalizingly,
she reveals mysterious snippets
of a tragic history in WWII Paris. Armed with a scrawled list of
names, Hope heads to France to
uncover a 70-year-old mystery.
“What follows is ‘an immersive and evocative tale of
generations struggling to survive,’ (‘Publishers Weekly’)
as Hope pieces together her
grandmother’s past bit by bit.
Uncovering horrific tales of
the Holocaust, she realizes the
astonishing will of her grandmother to endure in a world
gone mad. And to reunite two
lovers torn apart by terror, all
she’ll need is a dash of courage,
and the belief that God exists

“For fans of Alice Hoffman and
Kate Morton, ‘The White Hare’
is a spellbinding novel about
mothers and daughters finding
a new home for themselves, the
secrets they try to bury, and the
local legends that may change
their lives.
“In the far west of Cornwall
lies the White Valley, which
cuts deeply through bluebell
woods down to the sea at White
Cove. The valley has a long and
bloody history, laced with folklore, and in it sits a house above
the beach that has lain neglected since the war. It comes with
a reputation and a strange atmosphere, which is why mother and daughter Magdalena and
Mila manage to acquire it so
cheaply in the fateful summer
of 1954.
“Magda has grand plans to restore the house to its former

glory as a venue for glittering
parties, where the rich and celebrated gathered for cocktails
and bracing walks along the
coast. Her grown daughter,
Mila, just wants to escape the
scandal in her past and make a
safe and happy home for her little girl, Janey, a solitary, precocious child blessed with a vivid
imagination, much of which
she pours into stories about her
magical plush toy, rabbit.
“But Janey’s rabbit isn’t the
only magical being around.
Legend has it that an enchanted white hare may be seen
running through the woods.
Is it an ill omen or a blessing?
As Mila, her mother, and her
young daughter adjust to life in
this mysterious place, they will
have to reckon with their pasts
and with the secrets that have
been haunting the White Valley
for decades,” according to Publisher Simon & Schuster.

The Winners
A Novel
By Fredrik Backman

Continued on page 32
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Life After Mother
By Lyn Jensen

‘Exploring probate and estate issues from personal experience.’

Managing Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and an Estate

2023 brings some new options
in Southern California.

call. As a Medicare Broker,
at no cost to you, I am able to
review your needs and apply
them to the plans you are considering. Call me for an in-person or phone appointment to
review your Medicare choices.
I’m here to help you navigate
through all the different plans
to find the right fit for you!
Call before December 7th to
assure you are signed up with
the right plan.

Are you tired of being in an
HMO? Are your Supplemental payments becoming too
much?

Sandra Teel
Medicare Broker
657-204-4224
909-856-9379

Just as your health care needs
can change from year to year,
so do Medicare plans.
Not all plans offer the same
benefits. Annual Enrollment
is your chance to review your
Medicare coverage options.

Then you might want to look
into the new PPO Advantage
plans.
Here are some things to consider when shopping for Medicare Coverage.
1. If you have an Advantage
Plan, check if your Doctors are
in the network.
2. Are your prescriptions on
the plans list of covered drugs?
3. With historically low Advantage Plan premiums, be
sure to consider the plans
deductibles and other out of
pocket costs that factor into
the plans total cost.
If you feel you need help,
please feel free to give me a

The
Senior
Reporter

Getting my mother’s estate in
order would be challenging
enough for a person in perfect
health, but my health is compromised by Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome or CFS. Although it
affects more people than AIDS
or breast cancer, CFS remains
a puzzling and underdiagnosed
threat to public health.
Even its very name generates
controversy, because, as Karen Lee Richards, co-founder
of the National Fibromyalgia
Association, has explained,
“The name ‘Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome’ trivializes a serious
illness by naming it for one of
its symptoms, namely fatigue
. . . Since CFS is not a medical-sounding name, family
members, friends, even doctors, tend not to take it seriously.”
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When I came down with CFS
in 1992, I was struck so suddenly and harshly with extreme fatigue that I could barely get out of bed for more than
a year. The disease is so debilitating that one prominent CFS
patient, Lauren Hillenbrand,
who wrote the best-selling
“Seabiscuit” while in bed with
CFS, said she was affected
to such a degree she couldn’t

By the time my parents went
through their end-of-life issues, I’d improved to where
my days were manageable,
as long as I set limits and got
adequate rest. That means, for
example, Sunday is even more
of an off-day than for normally
healthy people. I’ve just had
to learn to live with staying
in bed for all but a few hours
and never getting out of my
pajamas every Sunday. It’s not
that I’m enjoying myself, or
taking it easy, and it’s not like
I’m slacking off, or lazy — it’s
how I manage my health.

have got out of bed even if the

is published monthly by:

(714) 369-6517

to’ doing math, making dinner,
driving, or preparing a legal
case.

Some more medical-sounding
names have been suggested,
including myalgic encephalomyelitis and myalgic encephalopathy, both abbreviated ME.
They’re hard for the general
public to spell and pronounce,
though, which may explain
why those names, although
common in Canada and Europe, aren’t commonly used in
America.

I’ve heard of patients who have
to crawl to the bathroom and
have to sit down in the shower.
I was fortunate never to be affected to that degree, but some
people have suggested I may
be suffering a comparatively
mild dose.
While the symptoms of CFS
may abate over time, the extreme fatigue never goes away
entirely. It affects mental effort, too. A CFS patient may be
‘up to’ sitting in bed and writing a best-seller, but not ‘up

When planning your estate, it’s
wise to take into consideration
the healthcare needs of whomever your beneficiary or beneficiaries may be, because a
person’s health may affect the
management of your estate.
That neither of my parents
ever bothered to name me as a
beneficiary on their accounts,
for example, caused more difficulty for me than for a person
in good health.
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Medical
Advantage
Fitness Plan

Continued from page 15
3. Health and Fitness Coaching. Setting and maintaining
your health goals is one way to
avoid becoming a couch potato.
Stay engaged in your well-being journey by connecting with
a personal health coach through
a Medicare Advantage fitness
program. Whether you’d like
to increase your activity level,
reduce stress, improve your
eating habits, enhance your
sleep quality, or just feel better
every day, a health coach can
give you the boost you need via
phone, video, or chat sessions.
For those who are looking for
extra assistance with their fitness, programs including the
Silver&Fit® Healthy Aging
and Exercise Program offer a
“Get Started” exercise plan, designed to help you begin a goalbased fitness routine.
A recent 2022 poll showed that
nearly half of all eligible Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in
Medicare Advantage plans. It’s
no wonder when you consider
the many well-being benefits
offered to members. The fitness programs and resources
described above can help you
create a personalized fitness
routine so you can reduce your
health risks and continue to live

November
Book Club
Continued from page 30

“A breathtaking new novel from the No.1 ‘New York
Times’ bestselling author of
‘Anxious People’ and ‘A Man
Called Ove,’ ‘The Winners’ returns to the close-knit, resilient
community of Beartown for a
story about first loves, second
chances, and last goodbyes.
“Over the course of two weeks,
everything in Beartown will
change.
“Maya Andersson and Benji
Ovich, two young people who
left in search of a life far from
the forest town, come home and
joyfully reunite with their closest childhood friends. There is
a new sense of optimism and
purpose in the town, embodied
in the impressive new ice rink
that has been built down by the
lake.

an injury and a failed attempt
to get drafted into the NHL.
Simmering tensions between
the two towns turn into acts of
intimidation and then violence.
All the while, a 14-year-old
boy grows increasingly alienated from this hockey-obsessed
community and is determined
to take revenge on the people
he holds responsible for his beloved sister’s death. He has a
pistol and a plan that will leave
Beartown with a loss that is almost more than it can stand.
“As it beautifully captures
all the complexities of daily
life and explores questions of
friendship, loyalty, loss, and
identity, this emotion-packed
novel asks us to reconsider
what it means to win, what
it means to lose, and what it
means to forgive,” according to
Publisher Atria Books.

Fabulous
Finds
Continued from page 26

“Two years have passed since
the events that no one wants to
think about. Everyone has tried
to move on, but there’s something about this place that prevents it. The destruction caused
by a ferocious late-summer
storm reignites the old rivalry between Beartown and the
neighboring town of Hed, a
rivalry which has always been
fought through their ice hockey
teams.

your best life.

with your doctor before starting

“Maya’s parents, Peter, and
Kira, are caught up in an investigation of the hockey club’s

a new exercise routine and to

murky finances, and Amat —

discuss what types of exercises

once the star of the Beartown

are safest for you.

team — has lost his way after

Always remember to consult
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The cocktail maker works
exclusively with Bartesian’s
growing assortment of premium cocktail capsules**, ranging from a Long Island iced tea
to a spicy margarita.
The Bev by BLACK+DECKER Cocktail Maker is available
on Amazon.com and at other
select retailers for an estimated
retail price of $299, with Bartesian capsules** and liquor bottles sold separately.
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can be mixed into paint, stain,
or just sprayed and dried onto
the exterior of a structure for
years of long-lasting fire protection. Learn more at www.
SunFireDefense.com.

Living donor liver transplants can save thousands of
lives. If you’re looking for
a living donor or to become
one, the American Liver Foundation and UPMC can help.
They’ve created a new series
of five animated videos to
walk you through the process.
Learn more at www.liverfoundation.org/livingdonor.
With a little forethought
you can keep the home fires
from burning. Consider Sun
FireDefense’s clear liquid that

Fraudsters keep developing increasingly clever
ways to trick you into giving
them your money—but you
can outsmart the scammers
and protect yourself and your
assets, say the experts at Citi.
For facts about fraud and how
to fight it, visit: www.citi.com/
fraudprevention.
For information about
teeth whitening, including an
overview of in-office versus at
home procedures, how white
spots on teeth can potentially
be treated through whitening
procedures, and other bleaching questions, visit Delta Den-
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tal of Washington at www.deltadentalwa.com/blog.
For the more than 50
million Americans who suffer
from allergies, there’s added
anxiety: Is it allergy or is it
COVID-19? Fortunately, tests
sold by Henry Schein Medical,
such as the OPTIGEN® Allergy Test, can help doctors make
that distinction. Learn more at
www.henryschein.com/MinarisMedical.
Getting your flu vaccine
is the best way to help prevent
the flu. Fortunately, flu shots—
including three senior dose
flu vaccines: Fluzone HD,
Flublok, and Fluad for those
over 65—are available at CVS
Pharmacy and MinuteClinic
locations nationwide. Learn
more at www.CVS.com and
www.MinuteClinic.com.
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